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Abstract: This paper describes an application where a new KAE (Kansei/Affective Engineering) system was applied to define the
properties of the facial images perceived as Iyashi. Iyashi is a Japanese word used to describe a peculiar phenomenon that is mentally
soothing, but is yet to be clearly defined. Instead of analyzing facial expressions of an individual to determine his emotional state, the
proposed system introduces a FQHNN (fuzzy-quantized holographic neural network) to find the rules involved in the Kansei
evaluation provided by the subjects about the limited dataset of 20 facial images. In order to validate and gain a clear insight into the
rules involved in the Kansei evaluation process, Procrustes analysis and CSRBFs (compactly-supported radial basis functions) are
combined to generate new facial images. Procrustes analysis is used to find the minimal dissimilarity measure between two facial
images with opposite classification (i.e., Iyashi and Non-Iyashi). CSRBFs are proposed for tuning of 17 facial parameters and
mapping between facial images within opposite classes. The experiments with two subjects demonstrate that if only two from the five
most important parameters of the face are changed, then the Kansei evaluation can change to the opposite class. This paper shows
that a continuous and efficient tuning of the design space can be achieved by introducing CSRBF mapping into the new KAE system.
Key words: Kansei evaluation, Iyashi expressions, neuro-fuzzy classifiers, radial basis functions.

1. Introduction
In an attempt to understand what motivates people
to buy consumer products, product manufacturers
often rely on questionnaires and polls to investigate
the consumers’ preferences and why they purchase or
avoid certain items [1]. The major problem with this
approach is that, as shown by a variety of studies e.g.,
Ref. [1], consumer attitudes and behaviors are
frequently formed and influenced by non-conscious
emotional and cognitive processing [2], which is not
subject to detection via traditional survey or interview
methods. Here, KAE (Kansei/Affective Engineering)
systems [3] assume that product-related stimuli (e.g.,
paintings or photographs) are shown as questionnaires
to the consumers and at the same time a machine
automatically recognizes and analyzes interactive
signals while consumers evaluate what they felt about
products in photographs. Then, using simple (e.g.,
Corresponding author: Luis Diago, Ph.D., research fields:
kansei engineering and robotics. E-mail: ldiago@i-locus.com.

“yes/no”) answers to evaluate Kansei words, a
comprehensive analysis of those results could play an
important role during the analysis of consumer state of
mind (cognitive and emotional reaction, both
conscious and un-conscious) at the time of review,
selection or use of a product or product-related
stimuli.
Psychological researchers use diverse methods to
investigate emotions [4-6]. These procedures range
from imagery inductions to film clips and static
pictures. One of the most widely used stimulus sets is
the IAPS (international affective picture system) [5], a
set of static images based on a dimensional model of
emotion [7]. The image set contains various pictures
depicting mutilations, snakes, insects, attack scenes,
accidents, contamination, illness, loss, pollution,
puppies, babies, and landscape scenes, among others.
However, while many samples are desirable for
estimating the response of a person more accurately
(e.g., how much the person likes a product), in a real
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world situation, only a small number of samples needs
to be obtained because of the efforts required for the
persons to provide their responses from many samples.
Hence, in this paper as in our previous works [8], we
use a small dataset of portraits to teach the machine to
classify the facial images in the same way that people
perceive them.
Facial expressions are our primary means of
communicating emotion [9], and that is why the
majority of efforts in affective computing concern
automatic analysis of facial displays [11]. Instead of
analyzing facial expressions of an individual to
determine their emotional state, using a database of
portraits, Diago, et al [8] showed that machines are
also capable of perceiving faces as they relate to the
social impressions they make on people. A new
method for the quantification of qualitative judgments
and evaluations of facial expressions was proposed in
order to gain a clear insight into the reasoning made
by nonlinear prediction models, such as HNN
(holographic neural networks).
In previous works [14], the term “Iyashi 1
expressions” was defined to study facial expressions
related with the peculiar phenomenon of Iyashi. In
Japan, Iyashi is a popular buzzword today, referring to
anything that is physically or mentally soothing [14].
Iyashi goods—books, music, pictures, incense and
aromas, bath salts, and plants—abound, offer to heal
the physical and psychological stress of the workplace
and of daily life in general. In society, the expression
Iyashi-kei is frequently used to describe laypersons
that simply help people to relax. However, the word
Iyashi (like other such as pleasure, well-being or
satisfaction) does not have a consensus among people.
Therefore, a KAE system was developed to explain
human decision-making by extracting fuzzy rules
from the computational models. In this paper,
Procrustes
analysis
and
CSRBFs
(compactly-supported radial basis functions) are
1

We use the word Iyashi as the stimulus given to a person that
changes its internal condition to a better physical or emotional
state (see Ref. [14] for details).
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combined to validate the extracted rules making a
continuous and efficient tuning of the design space.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a
review of the related KAE systems; Section 3 presents
the proposed FQHNN (fuzzy-quantized holographic
neural network); Section 4 introduces the combination
of Procrustes analysis with CSRBFs; Section 5 shows
the experimental results with two subjects; finally,
Section 6 presents the conclusions and future works.

2. Related KAE Systems
Various KAE Systems have been developed to
automatically support the design process [3]. In this
Section, we do not intend to do a thorough analysis on
existing KAE systems but mention some of the
methods or systems including similar applications. For
example, Benitez, et al [16] developed a KAE system
for Gigakuman Character Design. The system
generates different facial expressions of Gigakuman in
order to represent an abstract concept. Ohira, et al [17]
also use a rough set approach to extract painting
composition rules and synthesize drawing and painting
from the identification of salient features within
images to produce an abstract composition. A more
sophisticated system was proposed by Ando and
Hagiwara [18] to create 3D characters using interactive
genetic algorithm and a rule extraction method based
on the comparison between attributes of user’s
evaluated characters. Recently, the generation of
Kansei rules trends to include parameters from
physiological measurements [19], but we will not
cover this topic here.
Fuzzy logics, neural networks, genetic algorithm,
rough-set analysis, and partial least square analysis are
used within KAE systems to analyze Kansei [3]. A
neuro-fuzzy approach is used in the proposed KAE
system [8]. Twenty images represented by seventeen
parameters were evaluated by one hundred and
fourteen subjects between 15 and 70 years old (102
Japanese and 12 non-Japanese, 47 females and 67
males) and were used to train different neuro-fuzzy
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classifiers. The
T participannts rated eachh stimulus onn the
scale ‘0’—N
NO, ‘1’—DO
ON’T KNOW
W, ‘2’—YES
S to
express wheether or not they feel ann Iyashi-stimuulus.
Fig. 1 showss 63 feature points
p
used too compute thee set
of parameterrs describing 20 portrait im
mages.

3. FQHNN
N
Fig. 2 shhows the arrchitecture of
o the propoosed
FQHNN. Thhe HNN moddule (upper part)
p
is combined
with the FQ
Q module (loower part) too increase HNN
H
interpretabillity. HNN moodule is propoosed to selectt the
most imporrtant parameeters of the face from the
complex vallues stored inn the holograpphic memoryy (H).
FQ module is proposed to
t build the MFs
M (memberrship
functions) describing
d
faccial parameteers (μ11, …, μkli)
and the grooups of subjeect evaluationns (μG1, …, μGm)
without solvving a generaalize eigenvaalue problem (Ac
= η2Bc). Latter, the fuzzyy reasoning iss used to provide
transparencyy to HNN models extrracting linguuistic
rules [8].
An initial knowledge
k
base of 35 ruules was creeated
from the trained FQHNN
N representing the evaluattions
of N = 87 suubjects reportted in Ref. [88]. Table 1 shhows
eleven param
meters (x1, x3, x5, x6, x8, x10, x11, x13, x144, x15,
x17) used to explain the meaniing of subjjects
evaluations from the set of 21 rules extracted
e
from
mN
= 41 subjeects using a single paarameter in the
antecedent. The first row
w displays thhe category (S
( =
small, M = medium, L = large) of each parameteer in
the rules. The
T
second row shows the numberr of
classes invoolved in each parameteer. The class is
specified between parenttheses in casee of a single class
c
(‘0’—NO, ‘1’—DON’T
T KNOW, ‘2’—YES). The
third and foourth rows shhow the num
mber of rules and
the numberr of subjectss in which each param
meter
defined the evaluation.
e
Table 2 shhows fuzzy rules
ru correspoonding to the five
parameters (x 5 , x 6 , x 111 , x 13 , x 17 ) influencing the
evaluation of many suubjects (~800%). Each row
represents a rule. Coluumns 3 and 5 represent the
antecedents and consequeences of each rule respectivvely.

Collumn 6 shows the numberr of subjects in which thee
rulee defined the evaluation. According to
o the numberr
of subjects
s
(11), x5 is the m
most influentiaal parameter..
How
wever, the rules are coontradictory
y. The samee
app
plies to x6 annd x17. In oveer 80% of caases S or M,,
valu
ues of the paarameters x111 and x13 do not producee

Fig.. 1

Feature points, face parrameters and portraits.
p

Fig.. 2

Architectu
ure of the prop
posed FQHNN
N.
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Table 1

Eleven parameters used to explain the meaning of subjects evaluations of Iyashi-expressions.

Categories
No. of. Classes
No. of. Rules
No. of. Subjects
Table 2
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

x1
M
1 (1)
1
1

x3
S
1 (0)
1
1

x5
S, M
3
5
11

x6
M, L
2
3
8

x8
M
1 (1)
1
1

x10
M
1 (0)
1
2

x11
S, M
1 (0)
2
4

x13
M
2
2
7

x14
S
1 (0)
1
1

x15
M
1 (2)
1
2

x17
S, M
2
3
3

Fuzzy rules to classify Iyashi-expressions.

If

If
If
If
If

Parameter
x5 is S
x5 is M
x5 is M
x5 is S
x5 is M
x6 is M
x6 is M
x6 is L
x11 is S
x11 is M
x13 is M
x13 is M
x17 is S
x17 is S
x17 is M

Then

Then
Then
Then
Then

Iyashi, i.e., Class (Iyashi) = NO. In the next section,
changing the parameters x6 and x17, new expressions
are generated in order to validate the extracted rules.

4. CSRBFs
CSRBFs, firstly introduced by Wendland [20], are
used for tuning facial parameters and mapping
between facial images within opposite classes. Firstly,
Procrustes analysis determines a linear coordinates
transformation (translation, reflection, orthogonal
rotation, and scaling) of the feature points in the
original image to best conform them to the feature
points coordinates in the target image. The
goodness-of-fit criterion is the sum of squared errors.
The Procrustes analysis also returns the minimized
value of this dissimilarity measure and the
transformed coordinates of the feature points from
original image. The coordinates of the transformed
images are used to compute the movement of the
original feature points and to generate the requested

Class (Iyashi)
NO
NO
DON’T KNOW
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
DON’T KNOW
NO
YES
YES

No. of Subjects
4
1
11
2
2
2
5
8
1
2
2
4
2
5
7
2
1
1
3
1

expression by CSRBFs-based image warping.
In general, from given two data sets in R3, si = {xsi,
ysi, zsi }, for a non-deformed object, and di = {xdi, ydi,
zdi}, for the deformed object, we construct a space
mapping F: R3 → R3 which is a CSRBF interpolation
of Eq. (1) in each of its components.
N

F()  p()   ai (|| si ||)

(1)

i1

where, p is a low degree polynomial, Ԅ is a positive
definite and compactly supported radial function in Eq.
(2), and ai and si are the coefficients and centers of the
RBFs, respectively. The r0 is the support radius.



2
 (r )  (1  r / r0 ) 

0

0  r  r0
otherwise

(2)

A SLAE (system of linear algebraic equations) is
solved from the displacements of the two data sets to
compute RBF coefficients and the coefficients of the
low degree polynomial p. The warped images are
generated from Eq. (1) and reevaluated by two
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subjects in thhe experimenntal section.
Fig. 3 shoows the face profiles deriived from thee 63
feature poinnts marked on each portrait
p
and the
dissimilarityy measure bettween face profiles
p
computed
by Procrustees analysis. The
T 20 × 20 matrix is shhown
as image annd each pixeel of the imaage indicatess the
minimized value
v
of the dissimilarity
d
m
measure
betw
ween
the feature points
p
in the fiirth image andd the transforrmed
coordinates of the featurre points in thhe second im
mage.
Note that thhe dissimilaritty distance beetween imagees is
very small. The highest value is shown betw
ween
pictures 100 and 14 (D = 0.099125). Howeever,
evaluations of subjects may not match
m
with thhese
values.

5. Experim
mental Resu
ults
For the experimental
e
section, thee warped imaages
from the 20 portraits werre prepared beforehand.
b
A in
As
the previouss work, the paarticipants ratted each stim
mulus
on the sccale ‘0’—N
NO, ‘1’—D
DON’T KNO
OW,
‘2’—YES to
t express whether
w
or not
n they feel the
emotion in question. Thhe time for evaluating each
e
stimulus waas set to a maaximum of 100 s. In each trial,
t
stimulus weere selected at
a random froom the set of 20
images andd presented for
f 5 s. Thee total time for
evaluation of
o each imagge was also recorded. Iff the
time exceedds 10 s, the im
mage is returrned to the seet of
images in order
o
to be prresented onee more time. The
images evaluuated within the maximum
m time intervaal of
10 s are removed frrom the sett. After stooring
evaluations of each useer, the FQHN
NN was used to
learn whichh are the facial expressiions that indduce
Iyashi on each user. Taable 3 showss an example of
evaluations made
m
by two subjects.
After FQ
QHNN learniing is finishhed, the sysstem
selects whicch of the ruless is closer to user evaluatiions.
Then, it seleects one of thhe images evvaluated as 2 and
Table 3

beg
gins to select modified iimages according to thee
valu
ues of the parameters
p
inn the antecedents of thee
seleected rule. Foor example, inn the case of subject
s
1, thee
rulee number eigght in Table 2, i.e., If (x6 is L) Thenn
Claass (Iyashi) = YES covvered about 60% of thee
evaaluations in the
t class. Soo, the param
meter x6 wass
mod
dified to channge the evaluuation of the subject
s
to thee
opp
posite class by
b using the same imagee. The imagee
num
mber 5 (x6 = 0.0041)
0
was sselected. Fig.. 4 shows thee
set of warped im
mages from iimage 5 (upp
per part) andd
imaage 6 (lowerr part). Thee following sequence off
warrped images was presennted to the subject forr
evaaluation: imagge 15 (x6 = 0.0029), imaage 10 (x6 =
0.00
028), and imaage 8 (x6 = 0..0018). After image 8 wass
shown the subject evaluatedd that the im
mage do nott
produce Iyashi, i.e., Class ((Iyashi) = NO
N as it wass
exp
pected.
The
T rule No.13 in Table 2, i.e., If (x17
n
1 is S) Then
Claass (Iyashi) = NO covereed more than
n 50% of thee
evaaluations in the
t class. Soo, the param
meter x17 wass
mod
dified to channge the evaluuation of the subject
s
to thee
opp
posite class byy using imagee number 6 (xx17 = 0.2339)).
Thee following sequence
s
of images was presented too
the subject for evaluation:
e
im
mage 3 (x17 = 0.2383), andd
imaage 16 (x17 = 0.2463). Affter image 16
6 was shown,,
the subject evaluuated that the image prod
duced Iyashi,,
i.e.,, Class (Iyashhi) = YES ass it was expected. In bothh
casees, the startiing image is selected ran
ndomly. Thee

Fig.. 3 Face prrofiles and d
dissimilarity matrix
m
for 200
porttrait images.

Evaaluation of 20 portrait
p
imagees by two subjeects.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

133

14

15

16

17

18
8

19

20

Subject 1

2

1

0

1

2

1

2

0

2

1

2

0

0

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

Subject 2

2

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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mod
dified to the opposite classsification (i.ee., Iyashi andd
Non
n-Iyashi) byy warping original im
mages withh
CSR
RBFs.
In
n this workk, we havee explored only singlee
paraameters influuencing subjeects evaluation
ns separatelyy.
How
wever, we could
c
emplooy genetic algorithms too
exp
plore combinaations of parrameters and increase thee
perccent of coverrage of the ruules to explorre. An activee
learrning techniqque to exploree the design space is alsoo
und
der development.
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